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“To be sure, it has been pointed out that the introduction of a
space-time continuum may be considered as contrary to nature in view of
the molecular structure of everything which happens on a small scale. It
is maintained that perhaps the success of the Heisenberg method points
to a purely algebraic description of nature, that is to the elimination of
continuum functions from physics.

Then, however, we must also give up,
by principle, the space-time continuum. It is not unimaginable that
human ingenuity will some day find methods which will make it possible
to proceed along such a path. At the present time, however, such a
program looks like an attempt to breathe in empty space.”

A. Einstein, Physics and Reality, 1936. (Reprinted in Essays in Physics,

Philosophical Library, New York, 1950)
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What is the physics of discrete space-time ?

I To what extent is discreteness related to quantum mechanics
(e.g. Planck length)?

I What is the combinatorics/topology of space-time ?

I Can physics be modelled through fractal structures/cellular
automata, etc. ?
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What is the mathematics of discrete space-time ?

Role of D(iscrete) I(ntegrable) S(ystems) ? Can recent
developments be used in physical models?

Hallmarks of (discrete) integrability:

I Consistency (e.g. Lax pairs)

I Exact solvability (e.g. inverse scattering transform)

I (Inf. dimensional ) symmetry groups/algebras

I Connection with underlying linear structures

I ”Quantizability” (e.g. through Yang-Baxter structures)

I Complexity issues (polynomial growth instead of exponential
growth)

Findings of the last decades indicate that DIS seem both richer
and more transparent than their continuous analogues.
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Some recent developments:

I Discrete differential geometry /quantum geometry

I Discrete complex analysis

I Nonlinear special functions (modular hypergeometric
functions, Sakai elliptic discrete Painlevé eq.)

I Ultra-discrete systems (finite fields, tropical geometry)

I Integrable lattice systems (Q4,discrete KP)

I Algebraic geometry of birational maps

I Emergence of affine Weyl groups, (including of E8)

I Linear difference eqs on graphs & analytic difference operators

I Singularity analysis in the discrete sense (singularity
confinement)

I Complexity criteria (algebraic entropy, Nevanlinna
characteristic)
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What role does information play ?

I Information non-collapse (no loss of information)– singularity
confinement, reversibility, solitonic cellular automata.

I Determinism– can physics be described in computational
terms?

I Reduction of exponential to polynomial complexity
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Programme

10:00-11:00 V. Bazhanov (Australian National)
Quantum geometry of 3-dimensional lattices

11:30-12:30 E. Fredkin (Carnegie Mellon)
Discrete informational models

14:00-15:00 G. ’t Hooft (Utrecht)
Crystalline gravity

15:30-16:30 S.P. Novikov (Maryland)
New discretization of complex analysis & completely integrable

systems
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